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READERS...

WE WANTED TO GIVE YOU SOMETHING 

SPECIAL FOR OUR 700TH ISSUE, SO THIS 

MONTH WE BRING YOU “PM FOR EASY 

COMPANY”, FEATURING SGT. HALF-

MAST AND DC COMICS’ SGT. ROCK!
— See Page 27 —

article and artwork © dc comics. reproductions are not authorized.



One day a Soldier walked up to a Bradley powerpack that was being prepared 

for ground hop. Two mechanics were kneeling down behind the powerpack to 

troubleshoot a wiring problem that was preventing startup. They didn’t notice the 

visiting Soldier.

 Interested in the work going on, the Soldier leaned over the powerpack to get a 

better look. He placed one hand on the generator near the forward mounted fan. Can 

you see where this is headed?

	 The	 mechanics	 ixed	 the	 wiring	 problem	 and	 the	 engine	 immediately	 started.	
Fortunately,	this	Soldier	lost	only	one	inger.	It	could	have	been	worse—much	worse.
	 Always	 remember	 to	 exercise	 situational	
awareness, especially when walking around 

maintenance areas. All around you are potential 

dangers—ground	hopping,	welding,	grinding,	and	
lift	 operations—that	 could	 catch	 unsuspecting	
Soldiers by surprise.

 Maintenance NCOs, consider training 

opportunities such as Sergeant’s Time as 

a chance to remind Soldiers to be aware 

of their surroundings. Make marking 

or roping off danger areas part of 

your unit’s SOP.

Could This Be You?

remember: 

be smart,
be aware,
be sAfe!

it only 

takes a few 

seconds of 

not paying 

attention 

to result in 

tragedy.

it’s to help 

keep you 

safe, pal!

hey! 
what’s 

with the 

rope?
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Mechanics, when reattaching the ramp chains after maintenance, be careful where you 
place the flat washers on the ramp chain connector.
 Since there are two flat washers, NSN 5310-01-510-5385, you naturally assume that one 
goes on each side of the connector, right? Wrong!
 With a washer on each side, the connector hits and damages the pulley housing as the 
ramp is closed. So, make sure you put both washers on the inside of the connector. Then 
your ramp will raise and lower smoothly.

Stryker…

Ending ConneCtor Confusion

Flat washer on both sides 
of connector…

Both washers should be on 
inside of connector

… will damage pulley housing

what the 

heck was 

that?!
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I f your tank has constant problems with worn end connectors and cupped sprocket 

teeth, the problem could be that you’re not coasting when it comes to adjusting track 

tension.

 Some crewmen think adjusting the tension means whipping out the ‘ole grease gun 

and pumping grease into the track adjusting link till it comes out of the relief valve. 

That’s partly right, but they’re forgetting a small but very important step.

 The TM says to move the tank backward 20 feet, then forward 20 feet on a level 

surface. But you need to let it coast to a stop before drawing your grease gun. That’s so 

the track adjusting link is the only thing pressing against the track when you add grease.

 If you use the brakes, the weight of the tank is thrown forward when you stop. That 

leaves some track tight and other track loose. Adjusting the track then usually results in 

overtightened track that wears out end connectors and cups sprockets.

 So, don’t think coasting is always a bad thing when it comes to your work. In this 

case, it’s the only way to go.

M1-Series Tanks…

Coasting 
Cures 
Track 
Tension 
Trouble

Overtightened track wears end connectors… …and cups sprockets

there 
you go! 

your track 
tension is 
perfect!

if it’s so perfect, 
why does my track 

hurt so much?
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Blury Vision?

Is the view through your Bradley’s integrated sight unit (ISU) blurry? Most 

operators assume that the ISU needs to be purged and charged with nitrogen to get 

rid of condensation inside the unit.

 But the solution could be 

simpler. First, try turning 

on the ISU defogger fan. 

If the blurriness is caused 

by condensation outside 

the unit, that usually takes 

care of it.

 Still blurry? Could be 

the windows on the ISU’s 

doghouse assembly are 

dirty. You can’t just grab 

a paper towel and some 

glass cleaner, though. The 

ISU glass has a special 

coating on it. If you clean 

it wrong, the coating is 

damaged and your ability 

to see just got worse.

1. Rinse the window with clean water from a squirt bottle 
 until all loose particles are gone. Warm water works best.

Blury Vision?

3. Flush off the cleaning solution with clean water.
4. Dry the windows by wiping lightly in a single direction 
 with clean lens tissue.

2. Soak a lens tissue, NSN 6640-00-436-5000, in lens cleaning 
 solution, NSN 6850-00-227-1887, and clean the window 
 with light pressure. Wipe in a single direction. Wiping 
 in multiple directions is a good way to smear the glass and 
 increases the chance of scratching it.

M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

Blury Vision?

is the 

view still 

blurry? 

tell your 

mechanic.

he’ll 

need to 

purge and 

charge the 

Isu.

here’s the 

right way to 

clean those 

windows…

I can’t 

see a thing 

through 

this Isu!

better 

call the 

mechanic!

guys! 

just 

clean my 

windows!

Turn on defogger fan

Gentle 
stream of 
water cleans 
away dirt

Soak lens 
tissue with 
cleaning 
compound 
to wash 
windows
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hose new lat screen HDTVs are great, aren’t they? Those nice bright screens, 
crystal-clear pictures and easy-to-use controls for brightness and color have kinda 
spoiled us all.
 That may be why some operators run 
into problems with the integrated sight 
unit (ISU) on their Bradleys. They igure 
they can get an even better picture if they 
can just adjust the reticle brightness knob 
a little bit more.
 Often, that “little bit more” is a little 
too much. The knob snaps and you won’t 
be adjusting anything until it’s replaced.
 So, adjust only if you must. Just don’t 
try to force the issue, or the picture you’ll 
get will make standard deinition TV 
look great by comparison.

Easy does 
it on reticle 
brightness 
knob

M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

be 
careful! 
you don’t 

wanna—

lemme see if I 

can get the Isu 

reticle just 

a little bit 

brighter…

…oh, 
nuts!!

uh-

oh!
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When you’re launching or retrieving your AVLB’s bridge, you’ve got a whole 

lotta weight swinging through the air at one time. So it’s important to make sure 

everything’s tight and secure before you begin.

 Take the bridge’s end panel tie rods, for example. If the securing nut loosens, the 

tie rod can move. Combine that slight back and forth movement with the stress of 

folding or unfolding the bridge and the tie rod can bend. Even worse, if the nut comes 

completely off, the tie rod can slide out and the bridge starts coming apart.

 So check each of the nuts before operation. TM 5-5420-203-13 is being changed 

to add a torque requirement of 25 lb-ft for the two tie rod nuts. If the nut shows signs 

of damage, replace it with NSN 5310-01-032-2318. If any other tie rod part needs 

replacement, check out Fig 5 of TM 5-5420-203-24P for the NSN you need.

AVLB… Tie Up Loose Tie Rod Ends
let’s go! 

we’ve got a 

mission!

not till you 

check my tie 

rod nuts!

Check tie rod nuts for looseness
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A s a Soldier, you’re required to put on your cover whenever you go outside. It’s 

a good idea to follow the same guidelines for the hydraulic line quick-disconnect 

couplings on your AVLB.

 The couplings, NSN 4730-00-257-0236, need to be capped whenever the vehicle 

is separated from the bridge. Without the caps, dirt and moisture get inside the 

couplings. That can damage or jam the retractable bearings inside.

 If that happens, the couplings can pop loose when you try to launch the bridge. 

That bridge won’t move until new couplings are installed.

 A new coupling costs about twice as much as a new cap, so replace damaged or 

missing caps with NSN 5420-00-816-5649. Then make sure you use ‘em!

AVLB…

Don’t Forget the Cap!
aww, 
nuts!

I 
forgot 
my cap!

yeah, you 
forgot mine, 

too!

my hydraulic 
couplings are full 
of dirt and water!

Keep caps in place when-
ever bridge is detached

Bearings 
inside 

uncapped 
coupling 

may suffer 
damage
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When pulling PMCS on your M119A2 howitzer, there are two very important things 

to keep in mind.

 The right lube to use is WTR, NSN 9150-00-944-8953. It stands up to higher 

temperatures and won’t break down as fast as GAA. It’s also the lube speciied in WP 
0040 00-1 (see Thing 1).

 Thing 2: Select the right grease for 
lubing. Most operators assume GAA is the 
right lube. While GAA might be used on 
most Army equipment, it is not authorized 
for use on the M119A2. GAA won’t hold up 
to the higher temperatures generated by 
firing the howitzer. It breaks down faster, 
causing components to wear out before 
their time.

 Thing 1: Always have your -10 manual 
out, open and ready to use. Specifically, 
turn to WP 0040 for guidance on PMCS, 
including lube points. You’re sure to 
miss something if you try to rely only on 
memory. That leads to big trouble down 
the road.

Keep Right 
Things in 

Mind

M119A2 Towed Howitzer…

what’s 

that 

terrible 

noise?!

You guys 

used gaa 

to lube 

me!

thing 1 

always uses 

his tm!

Thing 2 

knows 

the right 

grease 

to use!

Keep Right 
Things in 

Mind
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Charging 

 VRLA batteries have stricter 

recharging requirements than 

looded batteries. You irst have 
to decide if you want to recharge 
VRLA batteries on or off your 
weapon system. The preferred 
method is to charge the batteries 
on the weapon system. 
 Charge VRLA batteries in 

a well-ventilated area using a 
constant voltage recharging 
system. Do not smoke or have 
open lames in the charging area. 
Immediately stop charging if a 
battery shows signs of melting 
or swelling or if the surface of 
the battery becomes too hot to 
comfortably touch with a bare 
hand.
 Battery chargers are found in the Standard Automotive Tool Set (SATS) (LIN 
S25885), NSN 4910-01-490-6453; the Automotive Maintenance and Repair: Field 
Maintenance, Basic Tool Set (LIN T24660), NSN 4910-00-754-0705; the Number 1 
Common (LIN W32593), NSN 4910-00-754-0654; and the Number 2 Common (LIN 
W32730) tool sets, NSN 4910-00-754-0650. 
 The Pulse Tech Pro 4HD battery charger, NSN 6130-01-500-3401, is located in all 
four tool kits and automatically switches from 12 to 24 volts. It senses the battery’s 
condition and provides only the right amount of charge for the battery. 
 The Pro 4HD comes with two output cable ends: one for the NATO connection and 
one with battery clamps. The charger will shut itself off when charging is complete.

Lead-Acid 
Batteries… VRLA Battery Testing I’m wondering which 

tools charge and test 
valve-regulated lead-

acid batteries?

keep reading 
for the 

answers to that 
and more.

hey, no 

smoking!

I’m 
chargin’ 

heah!

you’re not 
the only one, 

soldier!

by now, you 
probably know that 

valve regulated 
lead-acid (vrla) 
batteries require 
special charging 

equipment.

I need my 
charging done 
now and I only 
want special 
equipment to 

be used on me.

I know this battery 
needs special charging 
equipment but does he 
have to be such a diva?

this battEry 
is really 

testing me!

these batteries 
can be tested 

using equipment 
that’s already 
fielded in test 

sets.

if you use the 
equipment 

properly, you 
can determine 

whether a 
battery is 

good, needs 
charging or 
should be 
turned in.
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Testing
 You need to test your VRLA battery before installing it in a vehicle and before 

turning it in as unserviceable. To get an accurate view of the battery’s health, fully 

charge it before testing.

 There are several tools you can use to test the VRLA battery: a voltage meter, a 

load tester or a conductance tester (digital battery tester-analyzer).

 Voltage meters are found in the SATS, Shop Equipment Contact (SECM) (LIN 

S25681), NSN 4940-01-548-9064; Forward Repair System (FRS) (LIN F64544), 

NSN 4940-01-533-1621; and the Field Maintenance Module 1 (LIN T65312), NSN 

4910-01-501-7342. 

 The multimeter will allow you to conduct an open circuit voltage (OCV) test 

of the battery. If the OCV is below 12.85V, you must recharge the battery and  

v test again.

 Load testers, such as NSN 6130-01-447-7294, will give you an indication of the 

battery’s ability to hold its voltage while under load. They are found in the FRS, 

Number 1 Common, and the Number 2 Common tool sets. 

 Make sure you read the operator’s manual before using load testers. Batteries 

should be fully charged before using a load tester and must be recharged after using 

a load tester.

 Conductance testers are found in the SATS and the FRS. These testers are very 

sensitive and can ind battery defects or weaknesses long before any problem or 
capacity loss is noticed. This simple-to-use tester has a digital menu screen that 

allows the user to identify battery voltage, cold cranking amps, and battery condition.

before you charge or test the vrla 
battery, make sure you check tb 9-6140-

252-13, field and sustainment maintenance 
and recovery procedures for automotive 
hawker armasafe plus battery, for the 

proper procedures.

I love 
all this 

attention!
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Mechanics, just because something looks a little 

worn doesn’t mean it’s ready for the scrap heap. The 

equalizer beam (walker beam) on the PLS and HEMTT 

is a perfect example.

 When inspecting the 

walker beam bushings, it’s 

easy to be fooled. Cracked 

or wrinkled paint can 

make the bushings look 

like they’re dry rotted. A 

few cuts and gouges can 

also make them look ready 

for replacement.

 But before you replace 

the bushings, look a little 

closer. Movement is the 

key to bad bushings. If 

they turn (movement 

against the beam bore) or 

wallow (bushing is more 

narrow in some spots than 

others), it’s time to replace 

‘em. Otherwise, they’ve 

still got a lot of miles left.

PLS, HEMTT…

Serviceability Is More Than 
                     Skin Deep

why, you young 
whippersnapper!

a few wrinkles doesn’t mean 
my bushings need replacing!

Paint 
cracks, 
wrinkles 
and 
minor 
cuts are 
OK

Movement or 
wallowing? 
Replace 
bushing
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Are the instrument panel lights on your FMTV lashing on and off? If so, you could 
have a problem with the voltage regulator found on the 260-AMP alternator.
 A manufacturer’s defect has led to internal failures of voltage regulators, NSN 6110-
01-559-2092, PN N3221. The failure occurs during normal vehicle operations. Check 
the reading on the voltage gages by the lashing light. In some cases, the voltmeter gage 
reads in excess of 32.48 volts, or reads no voltage at all!
 Inspect the charging system using the -10 manual for the FMTV models in your unit:

• LMTV/MTV A1R: IETM 9-2320-391-14&P 

 (PMCS Table 2, Item 16)

• LMTV A1P2: TM 9-2320-332-10 

 (WP 0081-34, Item 14)

• MTV A1P2: TM 9-2320-333-10-2 

 (WP 0095-34, Item 14)

• LHS A1P2: TM 9-2320-337-10-2 

 (WP 0082-36, Item 14)

• LMTV A0: TM 9-2320-365-10 

 (Pg 2-46, Step #17)

• MTV A0: TM 9-2320-366-10-1 

 (Pg 2-66, Step #17)

• LMTV A1: TM 9-2320-391-10 

 (WP 0087 00-33, Step 9)

• MTV A1: TM 9-2320-392-10-3 

 (WP 0103 00-35 and -36, Step 9)

 You must bring the vehicle up to operating temperature to get a good voltage 
reading. If no defects are found, you’re good to go and no action is required. But if 
the system is faulty, notify ield-level maintenance for repairs.
 Maintenance should remove and replace the voltage regulator using maintenance 
task 07-05, Voltage Regulator Replacement, in IETM 9-2320-391-14&P. Note that 
replacement regulators must be dated on or after 09/09/09.

 Voltage regulator replacement is an extended warranty item, so all costs will be 
covered. If your vehicle is out of warranty, the voltage regulator replacement is still 
covered under TACOM LCMC’s maintenance action message (MAM) 10-070. That 
is, if your FMTV’s serial number is within the range given in the MAM. Note that 
the MAM calls out the M1082 trailer, but that’s a mistake!
 File a claim using TB 9-2300-426-15 and TB 9-2300-427-15. You must include 
the unit’s identiication and truck serial number when submitting a claim. After you 
submit it, a new voltage regulator will be sent to you. Return the defective regulator 
to the manufacturer in the original shipping box.
 You can also ile a claim using the BAE warranty claim website:

https://www.tvsonlinesupport.com/OnlineSupport/public/default.aspx

 You’ll have to create an account. No worries. The site is easy to use. 
 Need more help? Contact your TACOM logistics assistance rep or get your 
warranty questions answered by emailing BAE’s warranty department: 

warranty@baesystems.com 

 TACOM LCMC’s Alan Meacham, DSN 786-4772, 586-282-4772, or John Eynon, 
DSN 786-4337, 586-282-4337, can also assist you. Here are their email addresses:

alan.meacham@us.army.mil

john.t.eynon@us.army.mil

Voltage Regulator Failures
FMTV…

Voltage Regulator Failures

what’s 
going on 
here?!!

I’m 

not 

sure…

…but I think something’s 

wrong with the voltage 

regulator?

260-amp alternator with
voltage regulator attached

Warranty or TACOM MAM 10-070 covers 
voltage regulator replacement

https://www.tvsonlinesupport.com/OnlineSupport/public/default.aspx
mailto:warranty@baesystems.com
mailto:alan.meacham@us.army.mil
mailto:john.t.eynon@us.army.mil
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The FMTV’s hydraulic Gen III transmission, NSN 2520-

01-493-6059, is no longer available in the Army’s supply 

system. The transmission is ARIL coded “C” and needs to 

be turned in when it becomes an unserviceable asset. 

 Any of these transmissions that get cast aside in 

the motor pool rather than turned in puts a stress 

on the Army’s supply system. Without turn-ins, 

transmissions aren’t on hand for repair. That 

means transmissions are not ready for issue 

and your vehicle stays NMC!

FMTV…

Gen III Transmission
“Turn In”

turn in 
unserviceable 
Transmissions!

So, package any 
unserviceable 
transmissions 

and return them 
for repair at the 

National Maintenance 
Level at Ft Bragg.

without 
turn-ins, 

there are no 
transmissions 

to repair!

it’s the best 
way to make 

sure there’s a 
replacement 
transmission 

when you need 
one.

Contact 
your 
local 
TACOM 
LAR if 

you need 
help.
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Dear Half-Mast,
 Can I install an objective gunner protective kit (OGPK) on an FMTV with 
the low signature armored cab (LSAC)? 
 If so, which kit should I use?
        SFC J.N.

Dear Sergeant J.N.,

	 The	answer	to	your	irst	question	is	no.	OGPKs	are	approved	for	use	only	
on	long-term	armor	strategy	(LTAS)	FMTV	models.	The	LTAS	has	dual	cab	lift	
cylinders,	so	there’s	less	strain	on	the	cab	when	tilting.	
	 OGPKs	haven’t	been	tested	or	approved	for	use	on	LSACs.	One	of	the	biggest	
issues	with	installing	the	OGPK	on	the	LSAC	FMTV	is	the	extra	weight	and	
resulting	strain	it	puts	on	the	cab.	LSAC	models	have	only	a	single	cab	lift.
	 Now	for	your	second	question.	You	can’t	use	the	OGPK,	but	you	can use the 

gunner	protective	kit	(GPK),	NSN	2510-01-532-5221.	Get	its	gun	shield	using	
NSN	2510-01-498-4996.	The	LSAC	gunner’s	restraint	kit	comes	with	NSN	2540-
01-569-6578.
	 Note	that	if	you	use	the	GPK	on	an	M1088	tractor,	you	have	to
use	a	trailer	(Bobtail)	or	install	a	weight	kit.	An	M1078	FMTV	
with	GPK	needs	the	weight	kit,	too.

FMTV…

OGPK’s Not OK for LSAC

ya 

think?

UGGHH...

maybe we 

should have 

asked half-mast 

if we could 

put this ogpk 

on before we 

actually did? 
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Dear Editor,
 Maybe you know others who might have had problems with bees and 
hornets getting into the battery compartment of 5-ton trucks. In our 
experience, the bugs get into the truck’s battery compartment through the 
battery breather.
 Some of our technicians have been stung while performing routine 
maintenance! Then the unit was forced into downtime until we could get an 
exterminator to remove the insects. This costs us both time and money!
 To solve the problem, we experimented with some A/C filter material and a 
strap. We simply slid the filter into the battery breather and put a strap at 
the bottom to keep the filter in place.

Editor’s note: Great tip, Mr. 

Aponte. Sounds like you found an 

easy way to make those bugs buzz 

off. And readers, scouring pads, 

made of similar material to A/C 

ilters, may also work. NSN 7920-
00-045-2940 brings a box of 
20 and NSN 5975-00-570-9598 
brings 100 tiedown straps.

 After a few months, I checked the 
trucks that had the filter. None of the 
filtered trucks had an insect problem. 
 We’ll have our techs keep installing 
these filters during A-service until 
someone comes up with a better idea. 
Maybe other readers with this problem 
can do the same. 
      
   Thomas Aponte Jr.
   81ST RSC 
   USAR

5-Ton Trucks…

Getting Bugs to Buzz Off!

Filter material and a strap keep out bees

Slide 
filter 
into 
battery 
breather

Strap keeps filter in place
Finished 
product
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I t’s	 critical	 for	units	 that	ire	mortars,	 artillery	or	 armor	cannon	 tubes	 to	keep	an	
accurate	DA	Form	2408-4,	Weapons Record Data Card,	for	each	weapon.	Without	
an	up-to-date	card,	the	weapon	could	be	ired	after	its	cannon	tube	should	have	been	
replaced.	That	could	be	a	fatal	mistake.	
	 But	 it’s	 also	 important	 that	 those	 of	 you	 responsible	 for	 illing	 out	 the	 2408-4	
update	your	unit	 identiication	code	 (UIC)	access	 list	on	AEPS	when	you	change	
units	or	deploy.	Otherwise,	you	will	still	be	shown	as	responsible	for	2408-4s	for	a	
unit	you	no	longer	belong	to.	While	trying	to	track	down	bad	mortar	tubes,	the	Army	
has	discovered	that	many	of	the	POCs	listed	for	the	weapons	cards	are	no	longer	with	
the	units.	That	makes	locating	the	bad	tubes	that	much	harder.

Mortars, Artillery, Cannon…

Change 2408-4 When You Change

for 
additions or 
deletions to 
your unit’s 
aeps uIc 

access list 
to 2408-4s, 
contact the 
following…

before you fire 
me, did your unit 

have an up-to-date 
da form 2408-4, 
weapons record 

data card?

if not, 
there could 
be a fatal 

mistake here.

Mortars: Joe Schmidt, DSN 786-8783,
(586) 282-8783, joe.schmidt@us.army.mil

Armor: Gordon Bieri, DSN 793-2189,
(309) 782-2189, gordon.bieri@us.army.mil

M109-series artillery: Frank Knight, DSN 793-3469,
(309) 782-3469, frank.knight1@us.army.mil

155mm-series artillery: Marty Nelson, DSN 793-7852,
(309) 782-7852, marty.nelson@us.army.mil

105mm-series artillery: Mario Nieto, DSN 793-8512,
(309) 782-8512, mario.nieto1@us.army.mil

mailto:joe.schmidt@us.army.mil
mailto:gordon.bieri@us.army.mil
mailto:frank.knight1@us.army.mil
mailto:marty.nelson@us.army.mil
mailto:mario.nieto1@us.army.mil
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Dear Half-Mast,
 I can’t find an 
NSN for the MK 19 
machine gun’s feed 
throat. How do you 
order a new one?
    

SSG E.M.

Dear Sergeant E.M.,

 The feed throat’s SMR code is XAOZZ, which means 

you must order the next higher assembly. That is the 

feed throat assembly, which comes with NSN 1010-01-

149-5468. 

AEPS Access
	 Unless	your	unit	doesn’t	have	Internet	access,	you’re	required	to	ill	out	2408-4s	
through AEPS: https://aeps.ria.army.mil/aepspublic.cfm 

	 If	you	are	a	irst-time	AEPS	user,	click	Access	Request	Form	and	ill	out	the	form.	
	 Once	you	have	an	AEPS	ID	and	password,	click	AMC	Gun	Card. You will need 

to	ill	out	 the	User	Request	Form	that	will	pop	up	automatically.	Most	of	 the	form	
will	already	be	illed	out	 from	your	AEPS	registration,	but	you	will	need	 to	select	
the	commodities	and	UICs	you	want	to	access.	Make	sure	your	supervisor’s	email	is	
correct	or	the	access	request	won’t	reach	him.	
	 You	should	receive	an	email	approving	your	access	within	a	few	days.	If	you	don’t,	
contact	the	appropriate	weapon	system	administrator	listed	on	the	previous	page.
	 If	you	need	more	information	on	illing	out	the	2408-4,	see	PS	688	(Mar	10):

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2010/688/688-02-05.pdf

MK 19 
Machine 
Gun…

Feed Throat NSN?
I really 

need a new 
feed throat. I’m trying, 

but I can’t 
find an nsn!

let’s get 
on it!

https://aeps.ria.army.mil/aepspublic.cfm
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2010/688/688-02-05.pdf
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MK 19 

Machine 

Gun…
Feed Throat NSN?

I really 
need a new 

feed throat. I’m trying, 
but I can’t 
find an nsn!

let’s get 

on it!

https://aeps.ria.army.mil/aepspublic.cfm
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2010/688/688-02-05.pdf
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The last thing you need in the heat of battle is for a magazine in your M16 rile or 
M4/M4A1 carbine to jam. That puts you in the worst possible jam. 

 The Army is ielding a tool that will help identify magazines that need replacing. 
Order the new tool with NSN 5120-01-574-0036. The tool is not a gage, so you don’t 

need to worry about having it calibrated. But when the black oxide coating wears off 

the bearing surfaces of the tool, get it replaced.

 But if the GO portion won’t 

pass through because the feed 

lips are crushed or bent inward 

or the NO GO portion does pass 

through because the feed lips 

are separated, the magazine is 

a no-go. Don’t try to ix it by 
bending the feed lips. Get a new 

magazine, NSN 1005-01-561-

7200, from your armorer.

•Depress the follower with your index finger.

•Grip the base of the magazine tool with your other hand. 

•Slide the curved channel of the magazine tool along the 
 bolt catch cutout area of the magazine housing.

•Apply slight pressure to slide the tool through the feed 
 lips. If the GO portion passes through the feed lips freely 
 and the NO GO portion does not pass through the feed 
 lips, the magazine is good to go.

M16-Series Rifle, 
M4/M4A1 Carbine… Tool IDs Bad 

Magazines

here’s 

how 

to use 

the 

tool…

sorry buddy, 
this new tool says 

you’re no longer 

safe to use.

it’s time 

for you to 

retire.

I guess my 

magazine 

subscription 

has run out!

Depress 
follower 
with 
index 
finger. 
Grip tool 
base with 
other 
hand
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 The wrench is used by the operator and 
maintainer to install or remove the mounting 
adaptors, the day/night sight mount, the forward 
pistol grip and the leaf sight. 
 If you use a multi-purpose tool or a standard 
hex-head wrench, you will strip out the socket 
head screws for these parts. Support has to 
replace them.
 If you lose the hex-head wrench, order a new 
one with NSN 5120-12-354-1599. 
 Learn all there is to know about the M320 and 
M320A1 by reading TM 9-1010-232-23&P.

Your M16-series rile or M4/M4A1 carbine will stay on target if you target this PM:
 A good test of the bolt’s gas rings is to turn the 
bolt carrier upside down. If the bolt slides out of the 
carrier, the gas rings may need to be replaced. If it 
doesn’t, the gas rings are still good.
 But some units are testing the gas rings by setting 
the bolt carrier down bolt irst on a table with the 
bolt extended. If the carrier slides down on the bolt, 
they think the gas rings are bad. That may not be 
true. The carrier’s weight can cause the carrier to 
slide down, even if the gas rings are good. 

 It’s also a good idea to check for a loose barrel, especially with the M4/M4A1. 
It’s easy to check to see if your barrel is loose. Hold the receiver irmly with 
one hand and try to twist the barrel back and forth with the other. If there’s any 
movement, tell your maintenance personnel. Your rile won’t be accurate.

Don’t Hex M320 with 
Wrong Hex Head

M16-Series Rifle, 
M4/M4A1 Carbine… Target This

Rifle PM

Remember 
that the gas 

ring gaps 
must be 

staggered!

if the 
gaps line 
up, too 

much gas 
escapes 

and you’ll 
get poor 
recoil. 

Stagger bolt ring gaps

Keep
hex head wrench
here. And use it!

NOW 
tHAT’S 

THE 
idea!

the new m320 
grenade launcher 

is metric.

it comes with a metric hex-head 
wrench that’s stowed in the receiver 

for a very good reason: you’re 

supposed to use it!

Try to turn 
barrel to 
check for 
looseness

M320 
Grenade 
Launcher…

If bolt 
falls 

out of 
carrier, 

gas rings 
could be 

bad
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A ll M249 machine guns should have been modified by now with MWOs 9-1005-201-50-1 
and 9-1005-201-30-6.
 MWO 9-1005-201-50-1 added an 
accessory mounting rail to the feed 
tray cover. That enabled Soldiers to 
mount the AN/PEQ-2A and AN/PAQ-4B/C 
laser pointer/illuminators, AN/PAS-13 
thermal weapon sight, AN/PVS-4 night 
vision sight, M145 machine gun optic, 
and combat identification system for 
dismounted Soldiers (CISDS).  
 MWO 9-1005-201-30-6 replaced the 
hand guard with a forward rail assembly, 
which provides a second rail for 
mounting optical and electronic devices.

 These MWOs have passed their 
completion date, so there is no 
longer MWO funding or assets for 
them. If your M249s haven’t been 
modified, you will need to order 
the MWO parts through normal 
supply channels. The top cover is 
NSN 1005-01-547-2614. For the 
forward rails, order right accessory 
rail, NSN 1005-01-559-1947; left 
accessory rail, NSN 1005-01-559-
1948; and socket head cap screw, 
NSN 5305-01-101-9426.

 Armorers, if any of your M249s have received 
these modifications, TACOM wants to know about 
it so they can update the serial numbers in the 
MMIS tracking system. Call DSN 793-1348/6539/7458 
or (309) 782-1348/6539/7458. Or email:

john.delmonico@us.army.mil
or

gary.p.nellis@us.army.mil
or

andre.pilgrim@us.army.mil
 If your M249s have been modified, make sure 
their serial numbers have been reported through 
your local PBO/MWO coordinator, too.

Have You Modified
Your M249s?

Feed tray assembly MWO 9-1005-201-50-1

Forward rail assembly MWO 9-1005-201-30-6

have 

you been 

modified?

yes I have! so 

you’d beTter 

tell TAcOm.

mailto:john.delmonico@us.army.mil
mailto:gary.p.nellis@us.army.mil
mailto:andre.pilgrim@us.army.mil
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Dear Editor,
 Here at the small arms support shop at Ft Hood, we continually run into 
armorers who don’t have the two required standard barrels for their M249 
machine guns.
 When their M249s go through SARET repair, the standard long barrel 
is sometimes replaced with a short barrel. Or armorers order a short barrel 
and turn in a long barrel. 
 As you pointed out in PS 689 (Apr 10), the two standard barrels are BII 
(basic issue items), which means they must be kept at all times. The short 
barrel, on the other hand, is AAL (additional authorization list), which means 
it’s authorized but optional. You don’t have to have it. 
 But what PS 689 didn’t point out is that the standard barrels have 
a controlled inventory item code of 4, so the barrels do have security 
requirements. If a standard barrel is missing, AR 190-11, Physical Security 
of Arms, Ammunition, and Explosives, states the commander can initiate 
an investigation. 
 No armorer needs that grief. So never ever be without both M249 
standard barrels, regardless of how many short barrels you have. Order a 
new long barrel through your support, if necessary. 
 
     CW4 Jeffrey Fullam
     602nd Maintenance Co
     Ft Hood, TX

Editor’s note: You’ve done an 

excellent job giving armorers the 

long and short of it, Chief. Thanks.

M249 Machine Gun…

Two Standard Barrels 
Required Regardless

uh-oh! you 

shouldn’t have 

replaced my 

long barrel 

brother with 

shorty here.

now you’re in 

hot water!!!
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Dear Editor,
 TM 9-1005-317-23&P doesn’t really have an annual support-level 
inspection for the M9 pistol similar to that required for machine guns and 
the M16 rifle/M4 carbine. 
 Here at the Ft Carson DOL, we’ve created our own inspection that we 
do for any pistol that is being prepared for deployment or is going through 
Reset.
 First we do the PMCS in WP 0006, then the function safety check 
in WP 0011, and finally the inspection spelled out in WP 0017. The last 
inspection is especially critical because it includes the trigger pull test.
 I think it would benefit all armorers to have their support do at least 
these checks on their M9s annually.
  
  Albert Sweet
  DOL
  Ft Carson, CO

Editor’s note: An excellent annual physical 

for M9s! Thanks for the prescription, Albert.

Dear Half-Mast,
 We have seen new 
M2 machine guns, and 
ones that have had 
MWO 9-1005-213-
30-1 applied, that have 
back plate shoulder 
screws safety-wired two 
different ways. In some 
cases, the screws that 
secure the trigger block 
and flat spring to the 
receiver are safety-wired 
with a single strand of 
wire, and in other cases 
with a double twist of 
wire. Are both methods 
OK? WP 0020 00-4 
in TM 9-1005-213-
23&P shows only the 
double-twist method.
 
        SSG M.S.

Dear Staff Sergeant M.S., 

 Both methods of safety-wiring the shoulder 

screws are ine. But it’s important the screws are 
safety-wired. Otherwise, vibration during iring 
works them loose.

M2 Machine Gun…

M9 Pistol…

Single or Double Strands OK

A Good Annual Physical

Single 
strand or 
double- 
twist safety 
wire OK



PM for Easy Company
the time is 1944. the place 

is the Ardennes forest. the 
men of easy company find 

themselves some quiet…
maybe a time to rest.

article and artwork © dc comics. reproductions are not authorized.

listen 
up, easy. 
some of 

you aren’t 
payin’ 

attention 
to 

preventive
maintenance 

on your 
gear.

neglecting little 
things have a way of 
bitin’ you big time…

when you least 
expect it!
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c’mon, rock…
give us a break!

preventive 
maintenance? 

that’s kid 
stuff.

think 
so?

when your rifle 
jams because 

it’s filthy…who’s 
gonna tell your 
momma that your 

dirty weapon 
cost you your 

life?

hey, rock… 
who is this 

guy?

this is 
sergeant 
half-mast 
mccanick…

uncle sam’s 
expert on 
preventive 

maintenance.

mccanick?
…hey!

my cousin 
at fort 

polk 
told me 
about 
you.

hey, guys… 
this is a 
fella we 
should 

listen to!

okay…
me and 

the sarge 
here go 

way back. 
I heard 
he was 
passing 
through 

this 
area…so 
I asked 
him to 

swing by.

the sight 
on this 
rifle is 

rusted…
how 

can you 
adjust 

it?

the slide 
on this .45 
is loOse. 
it could 
cause a 
jam!

go ahead, 
sarge… 
what’ve 

you 
noticed 
here?

you’re the 
sergeant 

who answers 
questions 

about truck 
maintenance 

in army 
motors 

magazine!

that’d 
probably 

be me 
sergeant.
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your BAR hasn’t 
been cleaned or 
lubed in a while. 

and you think 
it’ll fire?

thanks, 
half-mast…
for talkin’ 

to my guys…
an’ savin’ them 

from the 
possibility of 
a lot of pain!

hey, 
sarge.

when 
you get 

stateside 
can you 
get me a 
date with 
that cute 

little 
corporal 
at army 
motors, 
connie 
rodd?

in your 
dreams, 
soldier.

connie’s 
got a 

mind of 
her own!

pm’s never an 
easy sell, RocK, 

but that’s my 
mission!

you know what I 
always say, half-
mast… nothing’s 

ever easy in easy.

where are you 
headin’ for now?

plenty of 
other g.I.’s 
I gotta talk 
to…and make 
sure they’re 
doing good 
maintenance.

a lot depends 
on them getting 

the word…so they 
can make it home.

a bent radio 
antenna can 
interrupt 

sending or 
receiving 
important 

info.

rock… some of 
the rounds on your 

machine gun belts are 
dented. they need to 

be replaced.

all these things 
should’ve been 

attended to when 
you settled in here.

ask yourself this 
question: would you 

stake your life…right 
now…on the condition 

of your equipment?

what you need is a 
better focus on…
and appreciation 

for pm.
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the next day was 
like every other 

day for sgt. rock 
and easy company…

lock 
and load, 

easy.

magazines 
locked? weapons 

ready?

what was 
it that 

half-mast 
asked?

check!

would you 
stake your life-
right now-on 

the condition of 
your equipment?

here’s 
where we 
find out!

editor’s note:

sergeant half-mast 
mccanick and corporal 

connie rodd first 
appeared in the pages 
of army motors in 1942. 
half-mast was later 

promoted to the rank 
of master sergeant, 
and connie rodd left 
active duty to become 
a civilian instructor 

for ps magazine.

check!
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sgt. rock and easy company characters and related 
elements are tm and © DC Comics. used with permission.
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Mechanics, stopping sand from blowing into your Black Hawk’s No. 1 inlet particle 
separator (IPS) prevents extra maintenance.
 The problem with the No.1 IPS blower is that it sits in a place on the Black Hawk that 
allows sand to get in easily.
 Fine sand getting into the No. 1 IPS blower can wear out the Axis-G seal on the accessory 
gearbox of the engine. If that happens and the seal goes bad, oil will blow out through the 
IPS duct blower.
 Keeping the No. 1 IPS blower covered in a sandy environment protects the seal from 
sand and prevents oil gear box leakage.
 To keep sand out of the IPS duct, cut a piece of unserviceable inlet plug the size of the  
hole and place it into the duct with a REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT streamer attached.
 The No. 2 IPS blower doesn’t have that problem, because it’s not
as exposed to sand.

UH-60 Series…

Plug IPS opening to keep sand out

looks like 
trouble is 
on the way!

yep! the 
sand man 
cometh!

it’s 
cover up 

time!

and don’t forget 
to plug up our Ips 

opening, too!
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Dear Sergeant Blade,
 In the sand box, we are short on parts to fix our aircrew integrated 
helmet system (AIHS). Is there anything official that says we cannot take 
parts off one helmet and put them on another helmet to make it serviceable? 
        
        SSG W.M.

Dear Sergeant W. M.,

 The short answer to your question is no.

You can take parts off one helmet to ix another 
when operational readiness is affected and 

parts are not immediately available through 

the supply system. Follow the guidelines in 

Section X, paragraph 10-2, of TM 1-1500-

328-23, Aeronautical Equipment Maintenance 

Management Policies and Procedures. 

 Just make sure the proper paperwork and 

tags are in place on older helmets and all 

parts are on order for any cannibalized 

helmet. 

HGU-56/P…

You can take parts off one helmet 
to fix another for readiness

master, I 
found the 

helmet 
parts we 
needed!

excellent, 
igor!

yeah! 
this fits 
great! 
let’s 
see 
them 

keep me 
from 

piloting 
that uh-
60 now!
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Dear Sergeant Blade,
 For some time now the communication earplug (CEP), NSN 5965-01-
504-0077, on our HGU-56/P, aircrew integrated helmet system (AIHS) 
keeps cutting in and out. After trying a number of CEPs, we still have the 
same problem. Do you know what’s going on?
        CW3 J.L.

Dear Chief J.L.,

 As a matter of fact, I do. In an

effort to reduce ALSE workload

and eliminate some dificult solder 
joints, PM Air Warrior requested 

the manufacturer integrate the

CEP helmet wiring harness into the 

HGU-56/P. However, the initial

design had a law which resulted in 
helmet wiring harness failures.

 The problem has been identiied 
and a ix is in the works. That’s the 
good news. The bad news is that 

there are still a lot of bad integrated 

communication cords in the supply 

system. The NSN for a new harness

is NSN 5995-01-519-9234.

If you have a helmet that has a 

bad factory-installed harness, the 

manufacturers will honor their 

warranty and replace one bad harness 

with a new updated harness. Send to:

  Gentex Corporation
  Attn: Carlo Pisa
  324 Main Street
  Carbondale, PA 18407

 Make sure you mark the package 

with “customer return number 18407.” 

Delivery time of the harness is based

on availability.

 For additional information, go to 

their website:

http://www.gentexcorp.com

HGU-56/P…

Communication
Earplug
Problems?

Turn in harness for 
a replacement

hello!?
hello!! is 

anyone out 

there? can any-

one hear me?

ok, terrific! 
nobody can 

hear me. 

I guess I have 

cep problems 

again!

http://www.gentexcorp.com
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Mechanics, the Axis A oil nozzle on the UH-60 and the AH-64 engines requires 

special attention.

 Keep an eye on the Axis A oil nozzle when hand cranking the engine to identify 

symptoms and corrective actions during troubleshooting or when replacing the 

engine starter. 

 Use extreme caution when removing and installing the Axis A cover assembly 

to avoid contact and damage to the Axis A oil nozzle. Remove the engine coupling 

retaining bolt and hold the radial drive shaft assembly using a ratchet with a 1/4-in 

drive adapter and a 5/16-in socket to prevent turning when removing the bolt.

 As you place the 1/4-in drive adapter on the radial drive shaft to keep it from 

turning, make sure that it does not hit the oil nozzle or rest against it. The removal, 

replacement and installation instructions are in WP 0695 of TM 1-1520-237-23.

 The nozzle has a very tiny hole to spray oil through. The slightest damage to the 

oil nozzle means it won’t be able to provide oil to the radial drive shaft and the Axis 

A bearing in the gearbox. 

 Then the engine oil pressure drops, starving the radial drive shaft and the bearing 

assembly of oil. You could end up replacing a burned-out gearbox caused by a lack 

of oil.  

 Steer clear of the Axis A 

oil nozzle when replacing the 

engine starter and you’ll avoid 

major engine repair. Also, to 

prevent oil loss and possible 

in-light shutdown, make sure 
the Axis A cover assembly is 

reinstalled correctly. Check out 

the instructions in WP 0398 of 

TM 1-2840-248-23&P.

UH-60,
AH-64…

Always protect oil nozzle

...Protect The Oil Nozzle!

whether you’re 

troubleshooting…

…or 

removing 

the engine 

starter…

you gotta 

remember to 

always…
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Dear Editor,
 I take in SINCGARS systems 
for theater-provided equipment 
(TPE) Reset and reintegration. 
Commanders need to know that 
when they turn in SINCGARS TPE, 
that equipment is no longer theirs. 
It will be reissued to other units. 
PBOs must drop that equipment 
off their unit’s property books. 
 Make sure the correct serial 
numbers are used.
 Commanders also need to 
understand that their unit’s 
organic equipment-not theater 
provided–should not be turned in 
to TPE RESET. 

 Finally, we are finding SINCGARS 
equipment with the wrong data plates. 
We have found wrong data plates on 
all models, but it is especially a problem 
with the older, wide-body models. 
 If you think you have a SINCGARS 
piece of equipment with the wrong serial 
number or labeled incorrectly, contact 
your CECOM IT Radio LAR. The LAR 
will help you identify your system and 
make sure you’re following the correct 
Reset procedures.

  Randy L. Cline
  CEER-T-TPE
  Ft Hood, TX

Editor’s note: Equipment from overseas is streaming back. All of it will need 

to be Reset and much of it will be reissued or stored. Keeping good accountability 

will be hard, but it’s a must. It is also everyone’s responsibility. We cannot afford 

a “pass it off and forget about it” mentality. Don’t make it the next Soldier’s 

problem. Commanders and top NCOs, make sure all your property is accounted 

for and that it is listed under the right serial numbers.

SINCGARS…
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6. You need to know that regular auto-
mated supply channels won’t do the job 
with a controlled asset like the COMSEC SKL. 
You must submit a requisition through the 
Information Systems Security Program (ISSP):

https://issp.army.mil
 To help you through the submission 
process, you can call or email the ISSP help 
desk at DSN 879-1829, (520)538-1829, or: 

csla.issp@us.army.mil

7. You need to know these three important 
POCs: For parts requisitions, contact Roland 
Barnes or Natasha Henderson, DSN 458-
4473/4471, (410) 306-4473/4471, email:

roland.barnes@us.army.mil
natasha.henderson1@us.army.mil

 For the SKL end item, AN/PYQ-10(c) 
contact John Bath, DSN 458-4580, (410)
306-4580, email: john.bath@us.army.mil

5. You need to know that the absence of
the following items does not make your
SKL non-mission capable…

Item NSN

Battery power
source

Battery power
source

Battery power 
supply

Power supply
adapter

Computer case

Gasket

O-ring

O-ring

O-ring

Retaining ring

Retaining ring
instrument

Security module

Dust cap

Dust cap

Hardware kit

Inductive stylus

Stylus holder

6130-01-525-2788

6130-01-525-1635

6130-01-525-1617

6130-01-525-2021

7045-01-525-2029

5330-01-525-2011

5331-01-525-2035

5331-01-525-2064

5331-01-545-0210

5325-01-524-9457

5365-01-524-9820

5810-01-529-8767

5340-01-524-9816

5340-01-524-9480

5340-01-539-3970

7520-01-524-9762

5895-01-525-0352

1. You need to know that the TM for the 
SKL is TM 11-5810-410-13&P. You can find it 
on EM 0164 and at the LOGSA ETM website: 

https://www.logsa.army.mil/
etms/online.cfm 

2. You need to know that the SKL has its 
own website:

https://rdit.army.mil/AKMS_GSC

3. You need to know that there is a toll-
free number, 1-866-651-1199, to an SKL 
help desk and also an email address: 

acesct3helpdesk@css-inc.biz 

4. You need to know that only these two 
items can cause the SKL to be considered 
not-fully mission capable: the battery 
charger kit, NSN 6130-01-548-1505, which 
is composed of the charger, NSN 6130-01-
525-1640; the AC power cord, NSN 6150-
01-551-3064; and the AC/DC adapter, NSN 
6130-01-551-3902; and the USB female to 
male adapter, NSN 5995-01-545-0167.

priority 
designators 
09-15 should 
be used for 

these types of 
replenishment 

items.

requisitions 
come through 

here!

these 
people 

are good 
to know!

now you’re 
up-to-date 
on the skl!

AN/PYQ-10(C)…

SKL Requisition and Supply

the info in 
point 4 is 

must know 
because of how 
you requisition 

skl parts. 

only the two items listed 
above should have a priority 
designator of 01-08 or use 
a required delivery date of 

999, E, n, or 555.

it may be called a 
simple key loader (skl), 

but when it comes to 
requisition and supply 
issues, things aren’t

so simple!

so, by the numbers, here 
are seven things you 

need to know about the 
an/pyq-10(C), nsn 5810-
01-517-3587, supply…

tOll-
free is
good-
dee!

look for em 0164.

At this website 
you can find the 
latest version 
of the TM and 

any changes and 
information on 

upgrading to the 
latest software 

package.

https://rdit.apg.army.mil/akms_gsc/menu.cfm

https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/online.cfm
https://rdit.apg.army.mil/akms_gsc/menu.cfm
mailto:acesct3helpdesk@css-inc.biz
https://issp.army.mil
mailto:csla.issp@us.army.mil
mailto:roland.barnes@us.army.mil
mailto:natasha.henderson1@us.army.mil
mailto:john.bath@us.army.mil
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 The latest and greatest software is Program C. Program C has all the enhancements of the 
previous programs, plus an enhanced capability to charge the AN/PRC-153 and Li-ion batteries. 
 To download the new software, you’ll need USB-to-serial cable, NSN 6150-01-558-7214. 
Then go to the website:

https://lrc3.monmouth.army.mil/cecomlrc/index.cfm?page=training
Under Customer Services, click on Battery Support. 
 Once at the website, go to the Charger Software upgrades page and follow the instructions.
 It might serve you well to stop by the charger tutorial page and go through the training 
if it has been awhile since you’ve used it. You’ll also find a list of the batteries that can be 
recharged by this charger and the adapters you need for each type of battery.
 If you have any hardware or software questions about battery chargers or rechargeable 
batteries, the expert in the field is Don Brockel at DSN 992-4948, (732) 532-4948, or email:

donald.brockel@us.army.mil

it Don’t Work
Without the Software!

ladies and 
gentlemen, 

the pp-
8481b/u 
vehicle-
mounted 
charger 
(vmc) for 

rechargeable 
batteries is 
a beautiful 

piece of 
hardware.

what 
would you 

say are 
your best 
features?

ahh… 
doy!

however, the 
charger, nsn 
6130-01-527-
2726, is only 

as good as the 
software that 
tells it what 

to do and how 
to do it.

I’m both 
functional… 

and durable!

so, why not load up 
your vmc with the best 
software available?

yeah, 
why not!?

PP-8481B/U VMC…

https://lrc3.monmouth.army.mil/cecomlrc/index.cfm?page=training
mailto:donald.brockel@us.army.mil


 If you choose to use the Optima 800/U battery, NSN 6140-01-374-2243, with the 

15-, 30- and 60-KW TQGs, you’ll need adapter plate, NSN 6160-01-453-0858.

 Now that you know the batteries that can be used, know what is recommended  

and what is ahead. Wet cell batteries for generators are on the way out. The liquid 

acid in the batteries can make them dangerous to transport and they frequently need 

water. So, C-E LCMC recommends that whenever possible, use the Optima batteries. 

If not possible, then use the 2HN or 6TFM batteries. One more note: the AGM battery 

known as the Hawker, NSN 6140-01-485-1472, is not approved for these generators. 

The size of the battery makes it dificult to secure in the generator. So, the bottom 
line—use the Optima!

Set
Size

Model 
Number

Battery
Type

NSN
6140-

MEP 802;
MEP-812

MEP-803;
MEP-813

MEP-804;
MEP-814

MEP-805A;
MEP-815A
MEP-805B;
MEP-815B

MEP-806A;
MEP-816A
MEP-806B;
MEP-816B

5-kW

10-kW

15-kW

30-kW

60-kW

2HN wet
2HN dry

D51R

800/U (Optima)

6TFM wet
6TFM dry w/electrolyte

6TFM dry w/o electrolyte
800/U (Optima)

6TFM wet
6TFM dry w/electrolyte

6TFM dry w/o electrolyte
800/U (Optima)

6TFM wet
6TFM dry w/electrolyte

6TFM dry w/o electrolyte
800/U (Optima)

01-390-1969
00-057-2553
01-529-7226

01-374-2243

01-446-9506
01-446-9498
01-469-9184
01-374-2243

01-446-9506
01-446-9498
01-469-9184
01-374-2243

01-446-9506
01-446-9498
01-469-9184
01-374-2243

5-, 10-, 15-, 30-, 60-kW TQG…

Chose Your Batery!

generator 
technicians and 

maintainers,
there are some 
battery choices 
for the 5-, 10-,
15-, 30-, and

60-kw tactical 
quiet generators 

(tqg).

here are the 
batteries you can 
choose from…

chOose 
me! no!

chOose 
me!

ehh, forget 
those guys!
choose me!!

me me 

me me!!
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Order Battery Charger 

Offline

Battery charger, NSN 6130-01-252-9724, part 
of the tactical high speed data network, has 
the wrong acquisition advice code (AAC) 
on FED LOG. The code listed is “N”, which 
means your request for the charger will 
be rejected. So, in order to get the battery 
charger, call CECOM LCMC Customer Service 
at DSN 992-9361 or (732) 532-9361. Order it 
through SOS B16 that way.

Important FDECU TM 

Correction

TM 9-4120-411-24P, Field Deployable Environ-
mental Control Unit Models FDECU-2, FDECU-3, 
and FDECU-4, NSN 4120-01-449-0459, has an error 
you need to correct. Item 32 in Fig 1, proximity 
switch, has the wrong part number. Change part 
number 59135-010 to part number 57135-000. 
The right part number leads to an NSN for the 

proximity switch of NSN 5999-01-052-3527.

Extension Lights

The engine compartment of a combat or tactical vehicle
can be dark, making it hard to see what you’re doing. 
Shed some light on your 
work with an extension 
light.  Each light uses 18 
AWG wiring and comes 
with a hanging hook and 
metal guard reflector.

here 

are some 

important 

commo 

briefs!

here… let 

me shed 

some light 

on that!

the only way 

to get this 

charger is with 

a phone call!

Get out 

your 

pencil and 

make this 

correction!

NSN 6230-00- Length

140-1165

146-8898

146-8899

25-ft

50-ft

100-ft
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•M295deconkit,
NSN 8850-01-357-8456, one 
kit per Soldier. This NSN 
brings a box with 20 kits.

•M256A2detectorkit,
NSN 6665-01-563-7473, one 
kit per squad

•M8detectorpaper,
NSN 6665-00-050-8529, one 
book per Soldier

•M9detectorpaper,
NSN 6665-01-226-5589, one 
roll per five Soldiers and one 
roll per each major piece of 
equipment

•C2A1ilters,
NSN 4240-01-361-1319, two 
per M40/M42/M45 mask and 
four per M43/M48 mask

•Chemicalprotective(CP)
helmetcovers, NSN 8415-01-
111-9028, two per Soldier

•CPovershoes,
three pairs per Soldier

•CPgloves,
three sets per Soldier

•JSLISTovergarments,
two per Soldier

•Quick-doffhood,
two per Soldier

•Masksecondskin,
one per Soldier

•CPundergarments,
five per Soldier

CBRN…

What Every
CBRN Room Needs

cbrn specialists, 
here are some of the 
cbrn items that are 
often overlooked…

I know I should 
have more cbrn 
equipment than 

this, but I’m just 
not sure what I 

should have.

no problem. 
I have a list 

for you!

YoUr -10 TMs will give 
you a complete list 
of what you need to 

keep on-hand!
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•The upper door has a hand grip on its interior bottom center that the surveyor inside
 the NBC suite can use to help close the door. 

•Once the door is closed, one crew member should move out of the way so the other
 can lock the door shut.

When slat armor is installed on the Fox NBCRS vehicle, it makes the rear door a lot
heavier.Asaresult,theupperreardooroperatessmoothlyasitbeginstoclosedownward,
butthensuddenlydropswithgreatforce.Thatcanputaserioushurtonsomeone’shead.
 TheixistohaveyourFoxieldservicerepadjustthegascylinderthatcontrolsthe
upperreardoortohandletheadditionalweightoftheslatarmor.
 Butuntilthatcanbedone,Foxcrewmembersneedtousethisproceduretoclosethe
upperreardoor:

 Ifslatarmorisremovedfromthevehicle,thegascylindermustbereadjusted.

Fox NBCRS 
Vehicle… Close Dor to Slat Dangers

since I’ve got 
slat armor now, 

you need to get my 
rear door adjusted 
or somebody, like 
you, is going to 

get hurt!

•Usetwocrewmemberstoclose
 thedoor.Bothshouldmaintain
 twopointsofcontactandkeep
 upwardpressureonthedooras
 theyguideitshut.Thatensuresthe
 doordoesn’tswingdownsuddenly.
 Thebaseoftheslatarmorgrillmakes
 agoodhandgrip,butrememberit
 mighthavesharpedges.Sobecareful
 andweargloves.
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W hich test set can support maintenance on more than 50 weapons systems? If you 

guessed the Maintenance Support Device-Version 3 (MSD-V3), you’re right.

 Even if you said, “I don’t know, but I’ll take one anyway!”—well, we’ve got good 

news. Fielding of the MSD-V3 will start soon. 

 MSD-V3 (LIN T92889) is a follow-on to the MSD-V2 as the newest weapon 

systems tester of choice. It checks the operational status of aviation, automotive, 

electronic and missile systems, and lags faulty components so they can be repaired 
or replaced. 

 MSD-V3 also hosts interactive electronic technical manuals (IETMs) and Digital 

Logbook, enables and restores mission software, and supports condition-based 

maintenance and data collection.

 For more information, visit: http://pmtmde.redstone.army.mil

 Questions or technical issues? Contact the MSD Help Desk at DSN 746-2200, 

(877) 564-1137, or email: APATS2@conus.army.mil

•A smaller, lighter controller

•Touch-screen operation

•Detachable docking station

•Built-in CAC reader/Express Card port

•Built-in MIL-STD-1553B

•Removable solid state disk drive

•DIACAP certification/accreditation

TMDE…

MSD-V3 Heads Out to Units

some key 
updates 

to 
msd-v3 

include…

in the shop 
or in the field, 
we know you 
do the tough 
maintenance 

and do it well.

now one of 
your toughest 
tactical tools 
is here in a new 
and improved 

version!

the msd-v3 
has both the 
brains and 

the brawn to 
get the job 

done!

http://pmtmde.redstone.army.mil
mailto:APATS2@conus.army.mil
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Some Soldiers are using digital cameras or cell phone cameras instead of night 

vision goggles (NVGs) to boresight their infrared (IR) laser weapon systems. 

That’s dangerous!

 First, not all digital cameras are sensitive to IR wavelengths, and Army lasers 

emit a wide range of IR wavelengths. But most Army lasers fall into the highest 

hazard classiications, Class 3B or Class 4. 
 Immediate and permanent eye injury can result from direct exposure to a laser 

beam this strong, or even from a relection. Low camera sensitivity could prompt a 
photographer to move closer to a laser beam’s POI on the target board, increasing 

the risk of exposure to the main laser beam or relections.

Stick with NVGs for BoresightingStick with NVGs for Boresighting

Using a cell phone 
camera or digital 

camera to photograph 
a laser’s point of 

impact (POI) is risky 
for several reasons.

don’t risk 
your vision 
by cutting 

corners.

Follow 
SOP and use 
NVGs when 

boresighting.

The SOP for boresighting 
is to use NVGs because 
they provide protection 

from laser beams or laser 
beam reflections—camera 

viewfinders do not.

hmmm, it’d be a lot 
easier to use the 

camera on my phone 
to boresight you.

Why?

yeah, but 
is that the 
right way 
to do it?

because 
you’ll damage 
your retinas 
and seriously 
damage your 

eyesight!

when I was a boy, 
I didn’t understand 
why I couldn’t use 
my telescope to 

look at the sun like 
I did the moon.

So, while it 
might seem quick 
and easy to grab 
a cell phone or 
digital camera 
to boresight 

your weapons, 
just like staring 
at the sun, it’s 
plenty risky!

looking 
directly at 
the sun is 

foolish and 

dangerous.

There’s 
a reason 
SOP tells 
you to use 
NVGs. That 
reason is 

your precious 
eyesight!

d’you think 
that’s why 
he wears 
glasses?

I dunno.

Safety…
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Keeping a multipurpose tool around when doing maintenance really helps.
 If you need a stainless steel pocket tool with just a knife and pliers, order one with NSN 
5110-01-346-5339, or order the flat black version with NSN 5110-01-346-5341.

 Carry the multipurpose tool in a pocket or, if authorized, wear it on your belt using the 
black sheath that comes with it. Appendix A of CTA 50-970 is your authority for ordering.
 Remember, though, while it may be OK to use a multipurpose tool during maintenance, 
don’t use it for critical repairs. Always use the correct tool to complete a maintenance task 
like your IETM/manual says.

•Scissors

•Large, flat-tip screwdriver

•Medium, flat-tip screwdriver

•Cross-tip screwdriver

•Needlenose pliers

•Serrated-blade knife

•Bottle opener

•Can opener

•Carbide file/sharpener

•Lanyard ring

•Awl

Tools…

Handy-Dandy Pocket Tool

if you want more 
choices, you can order the 

granddaddy of all-in-
one pocket multipurpose 
tools, nsn 5110-01-451-

4945, which includes the 
following…

I’m the 
granddaddy 

of all pocket 
tools!

just wait 
‘till you see 
what I can 

do!
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Because ilter elements for the Scraper cab’s air system are located on the roof they 
sometimes don’t get regular cleaning.
 The iltering elements can 
keep you supplied with clean 
air, regardless of how dusty 
work sites can be. But, if you 
want clean air circulating in 
your cab, you’ve got to keep the 
ilter elements clean.
 Before you start using low-
pressure air (30 psi or less) to 
clean the elements, make sure 
that leaves, dirt, ice or snow 
aren’t blocking the air inlets.
 To help keep elements clean, 
start your day’s run by removing 
the elements and tapping them 
with your hand to loosen and 
dislodge trapped dirt.
 Don’t bang elements against 
the cab or other hard surfaces! 
That would bend sealing edges 
or crush its iltering material. 
Then you’d really be hitting the 
dusty trail.

621B Scraper…

Cab Air Flow

look for leaves, twigs 
and dirt around the air 

filter element.

this air filter needs 
a good cleaning 
to keep clean air 

circulating inside the 
scraper’s cab.

{Koff!} 
ahhheE-uh… I 
need… some… 

one… to… 
{kOff!}

…clean… 
the… air… 
filter… 

element… 
{kOff!}
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Does It Read Low?
 The operator’s manual tells you 

to eyeball the hydraulic oil level 

before startup. Do that and the oil 

level can read too low. It’ll also read 

low if the cylinders are extended.

 Oil expands as it warms. That 

means the oil in cylinders won’t 

register on the hydraulic tank’s 

sight indicator gauge. Overilling 
the oil tank just builds pressure that 

blows seals.

 Play it safe. Make sure the 

excavator is in the parked position, 

with all cylinders retracted. Then, 

let it warm up a few minutes. The 

oil level should then be between the 

ADD and FULL marks.

 Shut down the excavator before 

adding any hydraulic oil.

Sneaky Oil Leak
 An oil leak from the sight indicator gauge 

usually means one thing—the gauge’s 

mounting screws were overtightened.

 Too much muscle on those screws will 

crush the rubber gasket behind the sight 

indicator. Then oil seeps past the gasket and 

runs down the side of the tank.

 Suspect an oil leak? Touch the tank near 

the bottom of the gauge. If you feel oil it 

means the gasket is shot.

 So easy does it. Tighten the screws so 

they’re only snug. Replace just the gasket 

with NSN 5330-01-520-7325, or the 

complete sight indicator assembly with NSN 

6680-01-144-8984. The gasket is part of the 

sight indicator assemblies shown as Item 22 

in Figure 317 and Item 25 in Figure 318 of 

TM 5-2420-224-24P.

Hydraulic Tank
Info

SEE…

Hydraulic Tank
Info

be in the 
know when it 
comes to the 
excavator’s 
hydraulic oil 

flow.

read 
on... 

Fluid level 
between 
ADD and 
FULL?

Oil 
seeping 
past 
gasket?

hey, 
what’s the 
problem?

it’s my 
hydraulics! 

they won’t 
budge!!

if you had done 
proper pm on 
them, there 

wouldn’t be a 
problem with 
their oil flow!
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It’s real easy to damage the engine’s throttle linkage and 
mounting bracket when you tilt or lower the small emplacement 
excavator’s cab.
 Both the linkage and bracket 
are connected to the driver’s side 
of the cab’s engine wall. There’s 
not much room between them and 
the engine. A damaged throttle 
linkage means you’re stuck with 
an engine that won’t accelerate or 
decelerate smoothly, if at all.
 To protect the linkage and 
bracket, have a buddy hold the 
other side of the cab when it’s 
tilted forward or back. That extra 
help keeps the cab clear of the 
linkage.
 Pages 4-418 through 4-432 of TM 5-2420-224-20 have the 
complete lowdown on how to raise and lower the cab.

Looking for Leaks
 And while you’re looking for leaks 
during PMCS, touch the return line 
where its multiple-connector mounts 
into the engine block. If it feels wet, 
the metal O-rings on each side of the 
connector are probably shot.
 Replace them with NSN 5330-00-
140-7701. They’re shown as Item 2 in 
Fig 40 of TM 5-2420-224-24P. For a 
tight seal, use the O-rings only once.

Watch the Fuel Line
 The excavator’s fuel return line is an 
open target for bumps and rubs when 
you remove and replace the engine cover 
(doghouse) during checks and services.
 Over time, enough bumps and rubs wear 
a hole in the line. You’ll know something’s 
up when the engine runs rough, won’t run 
at all, or you smell fuel inside the cab.
 You can head off those problems by 
lifting the cover clear of the fuel return line 
when you need to get at the engine.

SEE…

Cab
and Hood
Reminders

Lift cab 
clear of 
throttle 
linkage

Lift cover 
clear of 
fuel line

Use O-rings only once

here’s something 

to keep in mind 

before you tilt 

my cab!
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Units, you need to move the camoulage net systems listed in the table below from 
your Modiied Table of Organization and Equipment (MTOE) to the Common Table 
of Allowances (CTA) 50-909. 
 Note that this is only a transfer of material from the MTOE to the CTA. When some 
of you saw these camo nets come off your unit’s MTOE, you tried to turn them in! Not 
so fast. Keep any on-hand net systems unless otherwise instructed by higher HQ.
 Note: Only the irst two LINs listed are still active. The other LINs are terminal 
items that are still good, but are no longer stocked or procured. The old nets will keep 
their LINs/NSNs for property book purposes.

 For questions or further assistance, contact HQDA G-4’s Tony Rozga at DSN 224-
3870, (703) 614-3870, or email: tony.rozga@us.army.mil

LIN Nomenclature

C89361

C89480

C89145

C89179

C89070

C89213

C89085

C89115

C89128

C89130

C89064

Camouflage net system radar transparent: AN/USQ-160

Camouflage net system radar scattering: AN/USQ-159

Camouflage screen system: Woodland lt wt radar scat w/o spt sys

Camouflage screen system: Woodland lt wt radar tran w/o spt sys

Camouflage screen support system: Woodland/desert

Camouflage screen support system: Woodland/desert plastic poles

Camouflage screen system: Desert lt wt radar scat w/o spt sys

Camouflage screen system: Desert lt wt radar trans w/o spt sys

Camouflage screen system: Snow lt wt radar scat w/o spt sys

Camouflage screen system: Snow lt wt radar trans w/o spt sys

Camouflage screen support system: Snow

Logistics Management…

Move Camo 
Net Systems 
from MTOE 
to CTA

units, take note! all camouflage 
nets in supply bulletin 700-20 have 
moved from chap 2 (army adopted 

items) to chap 8 (cta items).

yep, 
check out 
the list 
below!

nothin’ 
but net!

mailto:tony.rozga@us.army.mil
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Recent Army studies found that certain line item numbers (LINs) can cause problems on 
property books and lower unit readiness ratings. In this third PS article in a mini-series 
about problem LINs, we alert property book officers (PBOs) and supply sergeants about 
vehicle LINs that can potentially drag down equipment-on-hand (EOH) readiness ratings. 
 In the following chart, these problem LINs are listed along with their nomenclatures and 
suggested solutions.
 Note: Most of the equipment in this series of articles is common to more than one type 
of Army unit.

Computer Screen Wipes

Clean that dirty, fingerprint-smeared computer screen with cleaning wipes, NSN 7045-01-
454-1138. That NSN brings a box of 12 pop-up dispensers that hold 50 wipes each.

Computer Monitor Anti-Glare Filters

Right around 1400 hrs, the sun peeks in through your office window and makes it 
impossible to read your computer screen.  What you need is an anti-glare filter.  Order 
the size you need:

 If you have questions, contact: Mark Moore, DSN 225-4513, (703) 695-4513, or email: 
mark.moore@us.army.mil

NSN 7045-01-
Monitor Size

(measured diagonally)

450-4407

419-3740

434-0356

491-7229

570-8895

570-8897

10- to 13-inch

14- to 15-inch

16- to 19-inch

19- to 21-inch

22-inch

24-inch

NomenclatureLIN Issue

A93374

M31793

M1117 
armored
security
vehicle
(ASV)

M2A2 ODS-E:
Engineer-
Bradley
fighting
vehicle

The M1117 ASV (LIN A93374) 
is being fielded against an
MTOE requirement in military
police units as a replacement
for certain M1114 up-armored
HMMWVs (UAHs) (LIN T92446). 

Many units do not report the 
ASVs as valid in-lieu-of (ILO) 
substitutions for the UAHs 
they replace.

The M2A2 ODS-E vehicle is 
documented as an infantry 
fighting vehicle on MTOEs.

Commander directs 
PBO to generate a 
lateral transfer (DA 
Form 3161) in PBUSE, 
to sub-LIN A93374 
under LIN T92446, 
and then this item 
will count as an ILO 
piece of EOH.

Commander directs 
PBO to generate a 
lateral transfer (DA 
Form 3161) in PBUSE, to 
sub-LIN the engineer
variant LIN (M31793)
under the M2A2
infantry (LIN F40375)
variant, if the infantry
variant is documented
on the unit MTOE.

Solution

NomenclatureLIN Issue

T07543 M1037 Shelter
carrier

Current MTOEs document the 
M1037 (LIN T07543) as the 
required S250 shelter carrier. 
All M1037s are being recapped 
to M1097R2s (LIN T07679). 

Many units fail to account for 
these shelter carriers as EOH. 
They are associated support 
items of equipment and 
systems/shelters on-hand under 
a different LIN.

Commander directs 
PBO to generate a 
lateral transfer (DA 
Form 3161) in PBUSE, 
to sub-LIN T07679, 
T11588, T37588 and 
T61630 under LIN 
T07543.

T61562 M1038 troop
cargo carrier

Current MTOEs document the 
M1038 (LIN T61562) as the 
required troop/cargo vehicle. 
All M1038s are being recapped 
to M1097R2s (LIN T07679). 

Many units do not account for 
these vehicles as being on-hand 
under a different LIN.

Commander directs 
PBO to generate a 
lateral transfer (DA 
Form 3161) in PBUSE, 
to sub-LIN T07679, 
T11588, T37588, 
T56383, T61494 and 
T61630 under LIN 
T61562.

Solution

Property Book 
Pointers for 

Improving Unit

EOH Readiness

Logistics Management…

these 
filters are 
available 

through gsa.

Part

III

if your unit’s equipment readiness 
reporting rating is a little lower than it 
should be, you may be able to resolve iT 
by trying some of the tips in this article!

Property Book 
Pointers for 

Improving Unit

EOH Readiness

mailto:mark.moore@us.army.mil
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Dear Half-Mast,
 I’m trying to find 
the financial man-
hour wage rates 
to load into the 
SAMS-E boxes for 
our units. Nobody 
has any idea 
where to find this 
information. Can 
you help?
    

Mr. J.M.

Dear Mr. J.M.,

 As you’ve discovered, SAMS-E doesn’t control or 

dictate any labor rates you input. SAMS-E isn’t supposed 

to be a inancial accounting system, but it does have 
built-in personnel cost functions for funds management.
 Any labor-associated costs in the Army are based on 
personnel categories—military, civilian, contractor or 
local national rates. 

 But these rates can vary widely by location, and even 
within identical job descriptions when you add in factors 
like grades/ranks, time in service, or contract costs. This 
means there are no set rules, and no single source for 
getting wage-rate data that applies Army-wide.
 So, does this mean you’re up a creek without a wage-
rate paddle? Not at all!

 First, talk to your unit’s inancial division to get some local guidance.
 Remember, while military and civilian labor rates are set at a national level, 
contractor and local national labor rates vary. Your unit’s oficial contracting 
representative can give you contract-speciic labor rates.
 There’s also an oficial website to help solve wage-rate puzzles. The Army Military-
Civilian Cost System (AMCOS) has average salaries, overhead costs and related data 
by career ields for military, government, contractor and private sector jobs. 
 You’ll need to register for an AMCOS account the irst time, but once it’s synched 
up with your AKO, you’re golden. Check it out: 

https://www.osmisweb.army.mil/amcos/app/home.aspx

 AMCOS also covers life cycle cost estimates for weapon systems and other 
personnel and economic data. The information on this helpful website can help ill the 
wage-rate gap that exists in today’s maintenance systems. AMCOS 
gives SAMS-E users a baseline, so they can more accurately project 
labor costs.

To help you meet new pre-deployment language training require-
ments, the Army’s Rosetta Stone® program has added six more 
languages to its offerings. The latest additions are Dari, Pashto, Iraqi 
Arabic, Urdu, Swahili and Indonesian. 
 These courses are the military editions, so they include an 
additional unit of instruction that teaches military-specific terms and 
commands. The language exercises also include military scenarios.
 All Active Duty, National Guard, Army Reserve Soldiers and 
Department of the Army civilians can access free training for 31 
languages through the Army e-Learning website:

http://usarmy.skillport.com

uh-
oh!

Maintenance
Management…

Are You Boxed-in by SAMS-E Wage Blanks?

Breaking 
Down 

Language 
Barriers

in some situations, 
there isn’t time to 

call in a translator.

brushing up on 
language skills 

before you deploy 
will help you 

confidently navigate 
unfamiliar waters.

you can also make 
a positive impression 

in your host 
country.

Training…

looks like 
I’M UP THE 

CREEK Without 
a wage-rate 

paddle!

https://www.osmisweb.army.mil/amcos/app/home.aspx
http://usarmy.skillport.com
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Pub Updates Army Sustainment

TRADOC Pam 525-4-1, The United States Army Functional 
Concept for Sustainment 2016-2028, was revised in 
Oct 2010. The revision covers topics such as homeland 
defense and civil support. Check out the full deal:
http://www.tradoc.army.mil/tpubs/pams/tp525-4-1.pdf

AR 700-16 Revised

A major revision to AR 700-16, U.S. Army Ammunition 
Management in the Pacific Theater, went into effect in 
Nov 2010. The revision covers materiel management and 
explosive ordnance disposal. It’s available on the Army 
Publishing Directorate’s website:

http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r700_116.pdf

M777A2 Parts Update

Operators and mechanics, make note of the following NSN 
updates to TM 9-1025-215-24&P (EM 0274) for the M777A2 
towed howitzer: The 300-320mm spanner wrench in Fig 20 
now has an NSN. Order it with NSN 5120-12-381-2036 (PN 
54841). The accumulator seal kit, NSN 1090-99-730-6603, in 
Fig 91 has changed to NSN 1680-99-226-6690 (PN AMP 09 00 
40000). The NSN for buffer seal kit was incorrectly listed in Fig 
9589. The correct NSN is 1090-99-169-4703, not 4730. These 
changes will be added during the next update to the TM.

M24 Binoculars NSNs

If you use the L3 version of the M24 
binoculars, NSN 1240-01-499-3547, there are 
now three replacement items that can be 
ordered: 
  • objective lens cap, NSN 6650-01-589-0552 
  • eye lens cap, NSN 6650-01-589-0551
  • webbing strap, NSN 5340-01-589-3985

M872/A1/A2 Brake Chamber Dust Cap

Use NSN 2530-01-367-6668 to get a dust cap for the air brake chamber on your M872/A1/A2 
34-ton flatbed semitrailer. It replaces NSN 3040-01-065-2021, which we listed on Page 16 of  
PS 695 (Oct 10):

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2010/695/695-16.pdf

M978A4 HEMTT Tanker Pump

To get the HEMTT tanker’s primary pump, 
use NSN 4320-01-579-1044. This NSN includes 
the pump assembly w/motor and replaces 
the parts info shown as Item 1 in Fig 433 of 
TM 9-2320-326-14&P (EM 0288).

MRAP Arm Lift Kit

The MaxxPro Plus ambulance arm lift kit comes with NSN 2590-01-583-1145.  This kit prevents 
the patient’s head (and/or spine) from bumping into the vehicle’s upper litter support arm. 
Go to the Army Electronic Product Support (AEPS) website for the kit’s parts and installation 
instructions. You’ll need your AKO login and password to access it:

https://aeps2.ria.army.mil/commodity/gpm/tacom_wn/CASEVAC-Kit-ArmInstall.pdf

MRAP M-ATV CV Joint Kits

When the CV joint boot gets ripped or torn 
on the M-ATV’s front half-shaft, use NSN 
2520-01-474-5708 to get a replacement kit 
that includes the boot and clamps. For the 
entire half-shaft assembly, which includes 
the outer CV half-shaft, deflector, shaft 
yoke, boot, clamps and tube shaft, use NSN 
2520-01-474-5707. Both of these NSNs are 
missing from TM 9-2355-335-24P.

Turn In M578 
Recovery Vehicles
M578 recovery vehicles are no 
longer supported by the Army. 
Units need to take them off 
their property books and turn 
them over to their nearest 
DRMO/DRMS. Also, this vehicle 
system has no secondary items 
in the supply chain. For more 
information call TACOM’s major 
item manager, Ms. Cynda Peter, 
at DSN 786-5687 or (586) 282-
5687, or contact her by email: 

cynda.peter@us.army.mil

M1079 FMTV Cargo Net

Get an interior cargo restraint net for the 
shelf or floor area of the M1079 FMTV’s shop 
van by using NSN 3940-01-477-7081. This net 
helps secure cargo from bouncing around 
inside the vehicle. A three-position molded 
nylon clamp locks a clinching line around the 
entire net. Each net comes with a storage 
bag and attachment instructions.

Good heavens, Half-Mast! 
Have I REALLY been sharing 

preventive maintenance info with 
the troops for that long?!

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2010/695/695-16.pdf
https://aeps2.ria.army.mil/commodity/gpm/tacom_wn/CASEVAC-Kit-ArmInstall.pdf
http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r700_116.pdf
http://www.tradoc.army.mil/tpubs/pams/tp525-4-1.pdf
mailto:cynda.peter@us.army.mil


bAtery DrAin!

tO avoid 
battery 

drain…

…use the 

vehicle’s 

battery 
master 

disconnect 
switch!

I’ve lost my 

get up-and-go…
I know 

what’s 

wrong!

…what 
gives?!!


